
Mercedes Benz The 1960s W111 220b Two And
Four Door

When talking about timeless classics, it's hard to overlook the Mercedes Benz
W111 220b from the 1960s. This iconic vehicle captivated car enthusiasts with its
elegant design, luxurious features, and impressive performance.

A Design Ahead of Its Time

The W111 220b was introduced by Mercedes Benz in 1959 as part of their
prestigious lineup. It was available in both two-door coupe and four-door sedan
variants, offering options for different preferences.
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One of the standout features of the W111 220b was its sleek and understated
design. The bodylines were aerodynamic and harmonious, reflecting the attention
to detail that Mercedes Benz is known for. The chrome accents and graceful
curves added a touch of class to its overall appearance.

Inside, the W111 220b boasted a spacious and comfortable cabin, exuding an air
of luxury. The high-quality materials and meticulous craftsmanship were evident
in every corner, making every ride a truly remarkable experience.

Performance and Engineering Excellence

Beneath its elegant exterior, the W111 220b featured an advanced engineering
that made it a true performer on the road. The robust inline-six engine delivered a
smooth and responsive driving experience.
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With a maximum output of 95 horsepower, the W111 220b could accelerate
effortlessly and reach a top speed of around 100 mph. Its reliable suspension
system ensured a comfortable ride, even on rough terrain.

Revolutionary Safety Innovations

Mercedes Benz has always been at the forefront of automotive safety, and the
W111 220b was no exception. This iconic model introduced several revolutionary
features that set new standards in passenger protection.

The W111 220b incorporated a rigid body structure with crumple zones, designed
to absorb and distribute the impact force during a collision. It also came equipped
with a padded dashboard and safety belts for all occupants.

Additionally, the W111 220b featured advanced braking systems and improved
visibility through larger windows, ensuring driver confidence and control on the
road.

A Lasting Legacy

Over the years, the W111 220b has earned a special place in the hearts of car
enthusiasts and collectors around the world. Its timeless design, exceptional
performance, and pioneering safety features have made it a sought-after classic.

Though the W111 220b is now over half a century old, its influence can still be
seen in modern Mercedes Benz models. The legacy of this remarkable vehicle
lives on, reminding us of the ingenuity and craftsmanship that defines the
Mercedes Benz brand.

In



The Mercedes Benz W111 220b from the 1960s remains an icon of automotive
excellence. Its timeless design, impressive performance, and pioneering safety
features continue to captivate car enthusiasts today. Owning a W111 220b is not
just about owning a classic car, but also a piece of history.

Whether you're considering a two-door coupe or a four-door sedan, the W111
220b offers an experience like no other. It's a testament to Mercedes Benz's
commitment to engineering innovation and luxury, setting the standard for future
generations of vehicles.
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Discover in detail the Mercedes W111 two- and four-door cars. This 190-page
guide tells you the complete 220b/230S fintail story. These are some of the topics
covered:
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Development of the W111 Sedan

Technical aspects

Safety features

The 220, 220S and 220SE

The 230S

The US market

The racing history

The coachbuilders

Development of the W111 Coupe and Cabriolet

The two-door 220SE models

Chassis number and data card explained

W111 buyer's guide

Paint and interior options

Technical specifications and production history

All this is accompanied by superb recent non-Daimler AG color photography.

 A separate chapter is devoted to Béla Barényi, in those days the Mercedes
safety guru. Enjoy!

P.S. Depending on which device you preview this e-book, some of the photos can
look distorted. This will not be the case with the actual e-book, once it is
downloaded.
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